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ABSTRACT: Resonant Raman scattering in cu
2

o has been studied at low temp

erature in the vicinity of its phonon-assisted ls yellow excitonic absorption 

edges using a cw, continuously tunable dye laser. The multi-phonon Raman 

modes which' show resonance enhancement in this region are the following: 

r~2 + p (where p is an odd-parity opt.ical. phonon); 2f~2 + p (where p is. 

an acoustic or odd-parity optical phoncn); 2r~2 + 2LA and 4r~2 • 

The ~aman cress-sections of these ~odes have beEn calculated using 

perturbation theory. To explain the dispersion in the experitnental cross-

section it \-:as found necessary to introduce a ":ave-vector dependent <.lm:.ping 
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constant for·the ls yellow exciton. A simple model proposed earlier by Yu, 

Shen, Petroff and Falicov was used to calculate this damping constant. Our 

result showed that the damping is predominantly due to intraband scattering 

via the longitudinal, acoustic (LA) phonon. Good agreement was found between 

experiment and theory. Our result also indicate that the resonant three-

and four-phonon Raman processes i~ cu2o in this region involve cascading of 
... 

the photoexcited ls yellow exciton with emission of phonon(s). 

The Raman frequencies of some of the modes of cu2o were found to depend 

on the incident laser frequency. The behavior of these dispersive Raman 

modes were found to be well-explained within the above model and enabled us 

to determine directly the effective·mass of the ls exciton to be (3.0 + 

0. 2) m (where m is the free mass of electron) • 
0 0 

Relative magnitudes of various ls exciton-phonon interactions have 

also been obtained from our result. 

tPresent address. 

. -
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When the energy of photons used to excite Raman scattering in a medium 

is resonant with some electronic transitions of the medium, one expects in 

general the Raman cross-sections to be enhanced. This phenomenon is known 

as Resonance Raman Scattering (RRS) 1 •. 

The study of RRS requires an intense, tunable and monochromatic source 

of light. As a result RRS experiments were first performed in solids with 

the Ar and Kr ion lasers2• These two lasers together with the He-Ne laser 
~· 

provide a total of approximately eighteen laser lines in the region of 
0 0 0 

6700 A - 4500 A with average separations of "' 100 A. The discrete tuning 

of these lasers makes it difficult to study resonances whose widths are 
0 

smaller than 100 A and to make detailed lineshape analysis on the experi-

mental result. These shortcomings have been overcome by the appearance of 

3 continuously tunable dye lasers • We have made use of such a dye laser to 

study RRS in cu2o crystals. Our results will be presented in two papers of 

which the present paper is the first qne. Some of the preliminary results 

have been reported in short communications4- 6 • 

cu2o is a particularly suitable candidate for RRS studies because within 
0 0 

the tuning range of available dyes (5000 A - 7000 A} i~s optical spectra 

exhibit structures associated with quadrupole transitions, dipole transitions 

and phonon-assisted dipole transitions.; '!his wealth of structures in the 

optical spectra is also reflected in its RRS results and provides a stringent 

test case of any theory on RRS. To explain our RRS results on cu2o we have 

found it necessary to modify existing RRS theories to take into.account the 

dispersion in exciton Jdr.·.ping cor:.stants 4 and effects due to multiple reso-

5 
nanct:!i • We will etlso she,., how HES t::an r,e •:c;ry usr:ful i.n provic.ing new 
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information on phonons, excitons, and their interaction with each other. 

In Section I we briefly review the relevant optical and lattice 

vibrational properties of cu
2
o and theories on RRS. In Section II we 

describe the experimental set-up and in Section III the RRS results of 

cu
2
o in the region of its phonon-assisted ls yellow excitonic absorption 

edge. The results in the region of the yellow and green 2p, 3p, ••• , etc. 

excitonic series will be presented in the second paper. A oetailed analysis 

and discussion of our ~esults will be presented in Section IV. 

SECTION I : REVIEW OF RELEVANT BACKGROUND NATERIALS 

Band Structure, Lattice Vibration and Optical Properties of cu2Q 

Cuprous Oxide is one of the earliest crystals known to be a semicon-

ductor. It crystallizes in a cubic lattice with two molecules per unit 

4 cell and space group oh. Since it has inversion symmetry, its electronic 

and vibrational states all have definite parity. As we will see this 

inversion symmetry plays an important role in determining the properties of 

The optical properties of cu2o have been extensiv~ly studied by various 

7 8 
authors. ' At low temperatures its absorption spectrum exhibits a series 

of sharp lines associated with the creation of excitons. Depending on the 

photon energy region where they occur these exciton series are called the 

yellow, green, blue or indigo exciton series. Only the yellow and green 

series are accessible to our dye laser. 

The yellow cxcitcn series (sec Figure 1) which arise from tra~sition 

from the tcp vale:nce L:md to tbe Letter.: ccr.duction L.::nc..: <.t ;:en-:; c.~:.tc:: 

satisfy the following equaticn: 8 

• • 
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-2 -1 
v = 17525 - 786 n em n=2,3,... (1) 
n 

is the frequency of the th n exciton level. 

n=l 
-1 line of the series occurs at 16399.5 ern and is very weak. 

This behavior of cu
2
o has been explained by Elliot9 who suggested that the 

lowest conductio~ and top valence band of cu
2
o have the same parity. As a 

result only p states of the exciton formed from these hands can be excited 

b l t . d' 1 . . 10 y e ec r~c- ~po e trans1t1ons. The ls line, which can Qnly be excited 

by electric-quadrupole or magnetic-dipole transition, is therefore extremely 

weak. The validity of Elliot's theory has been confirmed by various experi-

ments and by band structure calculation. 

Electric-dipole excitation of the forbidden ls yellow exciton is 

possible with the cooperation of a phonon with the right symmetry and parity. 

This phonon-assisted excitation of the ls exciton gives rise to an absorp-

-1 11 tion continuum beginning at ~ 16500 em (at 4.2°K) • Careful studies 

have revealedseveral steps in this absorption continuum corresponding to 

the participation of different phonons. 

12 The lattice dynamics of cu
2
o have been studied by a number of authors • 

It can be shown that cu
2
o possesses 15 zone-center optical phonons with 

symmetry: 
r~~l), r~~2 ) which are infrared-active~ 

which is Raman active and 

r;5 , r; and r12 which are silent ~odes. 

Group theoretical analysis predicts that rhoncns v:i th symmetry: f 
25

, 

r- , r- and r-
15 2 12 can e1ssist in the dipole e:xcitution cf tbc ls exciton. 

Experimentally it W2S found that tte rhc~on-assist~d ~isor~tic~ edge of 
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9 phonon • From the 

absorption measurements the energy of the zone-center r~2 phonon was found 

to be "-lOS cm-l Table l gives the energies of the zone-center optical 

h f d . d b . f d ab . lJ· h l . 14 p onons o cu
2
o as eterm1ne y 1n rare sorpt1on , p oto um1nescence 

d t R tt . 15 an resonan aman sea er1ng They are in good agreement with theoretical 

12 calculations by Carabatos and Prevot •• 

Theory of Resonance Raman Scattering 

Using time-dependent perturbation theory one can obtain the first order 

16 Raman (Stokes) scattering probability per unit time as 

where 

E 
a,B 

li> is the initial state consisting of an incident photon (with 

(2) 

frequency and momentum 
+ 

~kt) and the electronic system of 

the solid in the ground state; 

If> is the final state in which an incident photon has been 

annihilated to create a phonon (energy ~ ~+q) uw • and momentum u 
0 

and a scatte·red photon e~ergy l1w and momentum s 

fik 
s 

The electronic system of the solid remains in 

the ground state, 

la>andiB> are inte~~ediate states in which the electronic syste~ is in an 

excited state: 

and H1 is the int'-'raction 1-iamil•.:c:,ia:• •,.:hi.ch is the st.:.:~ of th6 elec~r::~.-

phonon interaction (EEL) and the electron-photon ir:te~action (HER). 

cS is the Dirac delta function. 

~ .... 
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Among the three H1 matrix elements in Eq. (2) the HER term contri

butes to two matrix elements while HEL contributes to the remaining one. 

Thus by permutating the order in which HEL and HER occurs, one obtains 

the following six terms: 

p "' I 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

I: {<fiHER(ws>I13><BIHELia><aiHER(wi) li> 

a,e <we + w
0 

- wi> <wa - wi> 

+ 
<wa + w + w )(w + w) 

.., o s a s 

<fiHER(ws>IS><BIHER(w~) la><alHELli> 
+ 

(w
8 

+ w - wn) (w + w ) 
o "' . a o 

<fiH (w ) ls><BIH (w ) la><aiH li> ER R. ER s · EL + 
<wa + w + w ) (w + w ) 

.., o s a o 

<fiHELie><SIHER(ws) la><aiHER(w~) li> 
+ 

(w6 + ws - w1 ) (wa - w1 > 

<fiHELie><SIHER(wR.) la><ajHER(ws) li>} 12 
(we + ws - w1) (wa + w

5
) 

+ 

•· _, 

(3) 

Of these six terms the first one usually makes the strongest contribution 

towards ims; so in most RRS theories the remaining terms are taken to be 

equal to a constant. If this constant background can be neglected, then 

we can write·the Raman (Stokes) cross-section as: 

<f!Hr:<(l._') IB><S!H::-Lic.(><ctllL, (u.;,) li> 
2 R ( ) "' I: I I: · F. 5 

·- r.J. '' · I o (w -w · -w ) 
w.t f (t.:- + (..; - t.:.) ((:..' - :... . ) ~ s o 

a,S ~ o ~ a ~ 

(4) 

• 
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The excited states a and B can consist of electron-hole pairs which may 

be free or correlated (excitons). 

It is obvious from Eq. · (4) that the Raman cross-section is enhanced 

when one of the energy denominators is small. For example if the solid 

has a sharp exciton w ex as an intermediate state, Eq. (4) predicts poles 

in at and at ws = wex· When only one energy denominator 

in Eq. (4) vanishes, this resonance ·effect will be referred. to as a single 

resonance. But one would expect a stronger resonance to occurwhen more 

than one energy denominator vanish simultaneously (multiple resonance). 

Whenever the electronic energy spectrum allows such multiple resonances 

we expect them to dominate the RRS. 

In Eq. (4) diverges when w = w • 1 a This unphysical result 

can be avoided by a well-established procedure of introducing a damping 

17 constant to each denominator in Eq. (4). We simply replace w a and 

r and a are phenomena-

logical damping parameters. Usually for simplicity reason the dampings of the 

· intermediate states are assumed to be energy independent. However under the 

special circumstances one encounters in cu2o, it is ne~essary to consider 

the dispersion of the damping. It should be pointed out that if the inter-

action HER between the photon and exciton is strong enough it is necessary 

h h d . . h 1 d . . ( 1 . ) 18 to treat t e p oton an exc1ton toget er as a coup e exc1tat1on po ar1ton • 

This is found to b~ not necessary in case of cu2o. 

+ Because of pilrity selection rules, only the r 25 opticill phonon c.:m 

. . . 1 . 16 l 1 . part1c1pate 1n one-p1onon non-resonilnt Ra~an scatter1ng • T1e ot1er reoues 

"! .• 
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h . . d mb. . tt . 19 
can, owever, partic1.pate 1.n·overtone an co 1.nat1.on sea er1.ng. 

In general there are three types of processes (shown diagrammatically 

in Figure 2) which contribute to two-phonon Raman scattering:
20 

(a) The incident photon excites the system to the intermediate 

state a which is scattered to another state e by emitting 

two phonons simultaneously. The system returns from 8 to the 

ground state with emission of the scattered phot6n. 

(b) The incident photon excites the system to a which is scattered 

successively through the states 8 and y. At each scattering 

one phonon is emitted. The system returns to the ground state 

from y with emission of the scattered photon. 

(c) The entire one phonon Raman scattering process is repeated twice. 

The contributions of these three types of processes differ in magnitude 

and dispersion. In cu2o we will show ,that a combination of parity and 

resonance considerations makes type (b) the dominant process in two-phonon 

RRS. In a straightforward way one can generalize Eq. (4) to obtain the 

resonant Raman cross-section for a type (b) two-phonon.scattering as: 

(5) 

Here 1 and · 2 refers to the two phonons involved. 

SECTIO!I II: EXPEr.I:~E::·ri\L SET-t;P 

Figure 3 shows a schomat.ic diac_r,ra.-:t of t}w an· ar<i tus used. in cur 

experiment. '::h(! dye las,;r (St:,~ctra L:ysic:s r:odel 7(1 cr Cobcn:nt F.adiation 

• 
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Model 490) is pumped by an Ar ion laser. By using the dyes: Rhodamine 6G 

(dissolved in methanol and water of hexafluoro~sopropanol) and Coumarin 6 

(dissolved in Benzyl Alcohol) we obtained typical laser output > 30 mW and 
0 0 0 

tunable continuously between 5250 A and 6400 A with halfwidth ~ 0.5 A. The 
0 

dye laser beam contains a fluorescence back-ground ~200 A broad and centered 

on the. dye laser wavelength. By using a combination of Brewster angle prisms 

and apertures we narrowed the total width of the fluorescence background to 
0 

~30 A with a loss of ~30\ in power. 

The sample, after mechanical polishing and etching with dilute HN03 , 

was placed either on the cold finger of a helium dewar or immersed in · 

superfluid helium. In the former case the temperature of the sample was 

monitored by a calibrated carbon resistor thermometer placed immediately 

behind the sample inside the cold finger. To minimize heating up of the 

sample by the laser beam,. a cylindrical lens was used to focus the laser 

on the sample. The back-scattered light was analyzed by a double mono-

chromator and photon counting system. The intensity of the scattered 

radiation was normalized against the intensity of a Raman line of calcite 

measured under similar conditions. 

Measurements have been performed on.crystals prepared by two different 

methods: (a) by oxidation of high purity copper and (b) by pulling from a 

l . . f 21 me t 1n an arc 1mage urnace. Samples prepared by method (a) have lower 

luminescence intensity while 'samples prepared by method (b) have higher 
..,..., 

luminescence intensity .... + However, no difference •:as found ·bet~,o.·een the 

P.aman spectra of tbe t'.-.'O kir.ds of sw-,:ples; so ur,less otr.erv:ise statec rc~c:l ~s 

(a) (because the ltu..::. ncscence tends to r-.o.sk the weak F..:;rr.an linC;s) • 

• 
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Since our cu2o samples are not oriented along any high symmetry axes, 

no attempt has been made to study the selection rules of the Raman spectra. 

All Raman spectra discussed in this paper are unpolarized. Since we are 

studying multiphonon scattering in this paper we do not expect this limita-

tion to affect our result and their interpretation in any serious way. 

SECTION III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

·' 

As pointed out in Section I the optical absorption in cu2o at its ls 

yellow exciton, its phonon-assisted absorption edge and its yellow and 

green excitonic series all involve different processes. As a result the 

resonant Raman processes in these three regions are quite different too. 

At the ls exciton the odd parity one-phonon Raman modes are strongly · 

enhanced. The RRS in this region has been studied in detail by Compaan 

d C 
. 15 an umn11.ns. In this paper we will be interested mainly in the phonon-

assisted abso~ption edge. The yellow and green excitonic series will be 

covered in the second paper. 

Figure 4 shows the Raman spectra of cu
2
o for three different incident 

photon energies. In Figure 4{a) the photon frequency is ju~t below the 

absorption edge and in 4(b) and 4(c) above the absorption edge. It is 

obvious that there are more structures in Figures 4(b) and (c) than in 

4(a). The broad structures in Figure 4(b) are due to luminescence. They 

can be disti~guished from the Raman peaks by the fact that their frequencies 

are independent of the dye laser frequency. The result of our study en 

22 
the luminescence spectra of Cu.,o will !:e published elsc·..:here • ... 

In Fi.gure 5 wo dww the; diq.·.(~rs.ion of tl-.c i::~1r:::~n cro:s-section of tl.e. 

.-.1 
strong 220 em • ;-:,od<:. '1'l~is is c,c c.r•l~· r..cde \·:i1.;.c:::: c:::; Ll: c.bsc~·vccl ove;!.· 

• 
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the entire tuning range of our dye laser and at higher temperatures. In 

Figures 6 and 7 we show the dispersion of the other Raman peaks which have 

been identified as two-phonon, three-phonon and four-phonon modes. The 

identification of these modes will be discussed in the next section. In 

all the above figures the effect of absorption has been corrected for in the 

23 manner suggested by Loudon. 

It is well-known that Raman frequency shifts depend o~.ly on the medium 

and should be independent of the incident photon energy. However, we found· 

that the frequency of a few of the Raman peaks of cu
2
o above the absorption 

edge varies·with the dye laser frequency w
1

• This is shown in Figure 8 

where we have plotted the Raman frequencies and half-widths of all the 

;..1 -1 
observed peaks of cu

2
o between 180 em and 500 em as a function of w

1
• · 

We note that the peaks labelled Y and Z show dependence on w
1 

in both 

their frequencies and linewidths while the - - (1) 
rl2 + r1s modes exhibit a 

shift in frequency with w1• A detailed analysis of these results will be 

presented in the next section. 

SECTION IV: DISCUSSION 

First we will address ourselves to the problem of identification of the 

various Raman lines observed in cu
2
o. According to group theory there 

should be only one Raman active phonon + <r 25 > whereas most authors observed 

13 . 
a large number of lines. This has led some authors to analyze the Raman 

spectra of cu2o in terrr.s of local x::odes due to. non-stoichiorr.etry or ir~:.r:;ur-

ities. 

~n this p.;,.pcr ,,·c \·:ill adopt the follc· . .;ing .:!iT·rc.:.;:::h in iu.:nt:if1·ir.:; Lhe 

Rmn11n linos of Cu"t:·. l:'ix.~t we hc:~vo ::;ur;~:.;.u:.i;.:c.;cl in 'L.i.:lt~ 1 tilt: trc:~~u.;:h::y ot: 
~ 
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the zone-center phonons of cu
2
o obtained by various methods. Resonant 

15 . 14 22 Raman scattering at the ls exciton and photolurn~nescence ' provides 

the energy of all the odd-parity zone-center phonons. Infrared absorption 

gives the energies of the r- d . 13 
15 rno es. The symmetries of these phonons, 

except for the r 12 and infrared active r~5 modes, are then assigned by 

comparison with the theoretical zone-center phonon energies calculated by 

. 12 
Carabatos and Prevot. From Table 1 one can see that the-fairly good 

agreement between theory and experiment.supports these assignrn~nts. 

After establishing the zone-center phonon energies we found that most 

of the Raman lines of cu2o can be identified as rnultiphonon modes based 

entirely on their frequency. For example in Figure 4(b) we can assign 

the observed Raman modes as: (the corresponding frequencies calculated 

-from Table 1 are shown in parenthesis) 

198 11 
r;5 + r~2. (195 em -l) em 

-1 220-crn 2f~2 (218 cm-1 ) 

265 -1 
r~2 

-(1) 
(LO) (262 

..:1 
em + rl5 ern ) 

460 -1 
rl2 r; (459 -1 ern + em) 

-1 
r~2 + 

+ (624 -1 628 em r2s em) 

In many cases the RRS of a particular mode provides an additional check 

on the validity of the identification, especially when a line can be decom-

posed into a sum of phonons in several ways. Such a case would be the 

307 cm-l line in Figure 4(c). - - -1 This line can be a 2r
12 

+ r25 (304 em ) or 

2r
- (1) -1 
15 (LO) (306 em ) mode. The RRS of this line S'..:9gests that for inch~.::r.t 
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is a 2ri2 + r;
5 

mode6 while for photon energy close to the yellow excitonic 

series it is a 2r-(l.) (LO) mode. 5 
15 

(1) RRS of Two-phonon Hodes of Cu
2
o: r~2 + P (where P is ·an odd parity 

Optical Phonon) 

Since the 2r~2 mode showed the strongest enhancement we will consider 

it first. As pointed out in Section I there are three types of Raman pro-
.• 

ceases which can contribute to a two-phonon scattering. The following con

siderations shows that the RRS of the 2r~2 mode is dominated by process 

(b) in Figure 2. Process (c) can be ruled out right away because one-phonon 

scattering of the r~2 mode is forbidden. Experiment~lly we observe that 

the Raman cross-section of the 2r~~ · mode ~is~s very abruptly at the 

absorption edge (see Figure 5). Since this absorption edge is due to photo-

excitation of the ls yellow exciton with emission of r~2 phonons, this 

suggests that the two r~2 phonons in the Raman process are emitted in two 

separate steps as in process (b). We note that in process (a} the two 

phonons are emitted simultaneously. 

The Raman cross-section of a type (b) two-phonon prdcess is given by 

Eq. (5). Consider the scattering of two r 12 phonons with opposite wave 

vectors& 
+ 
q 

+ 
and -q (with energies 

+ 
liw12 (q) and 

+ 
nwl2(-q) respectively). 

We can assume the incident photon energy nw
1 

is close to the absorption 

edge in Figure 1 (the energy of this r~2 phonon-assisted absorption edge 

is given by nw
1 

+ llt...;
12 

(q=O) \>:here nw 
1 

is_ the energy of the ls i:'ellcw 

exciton). The initial state li> vith r.o e:-:citcr. or r-Lcncn is cu:~-ted Ly 

• 
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<n1> and scattered photons (ns). In the intermediate state Ia> an incident 

photon wt has been destroyed in exciting an exciton b by electric dipole 

transition, so la>=I~;O;n 1-ltns>. The summation over a in Eq. (5) is now 

translated into a summation over all possible exciton states ~· However the 

frequency denominator wa-wt in Eq. (5), suggests that the largest contri

butions probably come from the low energy dipole-allowed excitons (namely, 

the blue and indigo excitons8). To reach the next intermec;}iate state Ia> 

the exciton b is scattered to another exciton a with emission of a r~2 
phonon 

-+ 
and for the time being we will assume ~12 (q) 

is emitted first). To conserve momentum exciton a must have momentum 

-+ 
-l'iq. Again we have to sum over all. __ possible excitons a but in this case 

-+ 
contribution from the ls yellow exciton w

1 
(-q) dominates because the 

frequency denominator is small (since 

w1 ~ w1 (0) + w12 (0)). The ls yellow exciton forms a resonant intermediate 

state in this case. Thus we can write la>=lls;r~2 ;nt-l;ns>. In the same 

notations we can write ly>=l~';2f~2 ;nR.-l;ns> and lt>=I0;2r~2 ;nR.-ltn8+l>. 
b' stands for another dipole-allowed exciton which has to be summed over. 

The total cross-section of the 2r~2 mode is now .obtained by summing 

Eq. (5) over the phonon density-of-states. This is given by (except for 

some constants of proportionality): 

1, X 

X 

r I r 
-+ 

q ~·~· 

< l H ; i '- ; n - 1. : P [ H 1 
: , • · .• • , - i . " .,. . ' , . , ·, . n ... : •.. , 1' , • ' ' ' . · ,·, . • 1 ;_ ;, :-.: L~ 1 ~ , , 1 :.. • • • • .~i :... , . , , • , · •. ·i . L :: \ ... :. , ; \• ; r •• ; ·~ 

._:_' --·-· ~, 
l..i, 

0 (G) 
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.... 
where we have assumed that the ls exciton band is spherical with w1·Cq) = 

0 2 -w
1 

+ ~q /2M, M being the effective mass of the ls yellow exciton. 

Equation (6) can be simplified under these assumptions: 

(i) the 

(ii) c = 

.... 
phonon has no dispersion, i.e. w

12 
(q) = w12 

co,2ri2 7n1-l,ns+liHER(ws) l~•,2ri2 1n1-l7ns> 
wb + 2w12 - w1 

and 

X 

(7) 

is independent of q. Assumption (i) is based on the theoretical phonon 

12 dispersion curves of Carabatos and Prevot. Assumption (ii) was found to 

be valid in the analysis of the absorption data. 9 

Under these assumptions R _ (w
1

) reduces to 
2f 12 . 

R (w ) ~ lcl 2. r I o 
1 I 2 

2f- R, __ .... wl + (fiq2 /2M) + wl2 - w, 12 q 

= 4nlcl
2 

C2Wfi> 312 lc x112dx 

lw~ + 12. 
w12 - w, + X 

where 2 
X = ~q /2M and X 

c 
correspond to the Brillouin zone cut-off 

The integral in Eq. (9) diverge~ at the pole when 

(8) 

(9l 

As pointed out in Section I this difficulty can be avoided by introducing a 

the exciton darr.ping) (9) as 



0 0 0 

·-~ 
... 17<:"-

5 2 

(10) 

0 where ,x
0 

= w1-<w1+w12>. We have so far assumed the most general case of 

y1 as function of the momentum nq. But then Eq. (10) cannot be integrated 

unless y 1 (x) is known. However, if y 1 (x) is small (and from absorption 

measurements at 4,2°K the ls exciton damping is known to be""'0.4 crn-1 24 ). 

because of the relation: 17 

lim 
Yl~o 

\We can make the approximation 
•, 

= 1ro(x-x} 
0 

X 

lcxl/2 

0 

1 Im (------) dx 

a(x ) 
0 

(x > O} 
0 -

x-x
0
-i y

1 (x) 

where a is the absorption coefficient of cu
2
o. Substituting Eq. (13) 

into Eq. (10) we arrived at the simple result that 

CL(WQ.) 

R _ ( w Q,) "' ------::
0
:-----

2[12 yl(w.-(w,+~,~)) 
A. ' J. --' 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Ls n:.:·<:ll1y ~~ fun<.: Lien 

.. 
0 f the IiiOfOCll tum liq, 

• 
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The approximation we made in obtaining Eq. (13) is equivalent to saying 

that R is dominated by scattering processes in which the incident photon 

2fi2. 

WR. excites an ls exciton 
~ - ~ w

1
(q) with simultaneous emission of a r 12 (-q) 

phonon.so that 
(15) 

Thus the incident photon selects the wave vector q of the two r~ 2 phonons 

whose Raman cross-section will be enhanced through the resonance conditions 

(Eq. (15)). Some of the consequences of this special property of RRS in 

cu2o will be shown later on. 

Klein25 has pointed out that Eq. (14) can be written as 

R - (wt>.,~ a(wR.) yrad/Yl. 
2fl2 

with 2nfy1 being identified as the total lifetime of the ls ye~low 

exciton ·and 2n/y d as the radiative recombination of the exciton with ra 

(16) 

emission of a r~2 phonon. Equation (16) was derived by considering the two-

phonon scattering process as a two-step· 'hot luminescence' process of (l) 

a r~2 phonon-assisted photoexcitation·of the ls exciton, and followed by 

(2) a r~2 phonon-assisted radiative recombination of the exciton. Shen26 

has however shown that Eq. (14) actually has contributions from both RRS 

and hot luminescence (HL). In the ~est of this paper we shall assume y
1 

is always dom~nated by the exciton damping and use the form of Eq. (16) to 

study RRS of other multi-phonon modes of cu2o. 

By making use ~f Eq. (11), we .:1nd 

Eq. (14) becomes: 
0 1,1 2 -1 (' 

( (.;.;" 
v 

(1.)12) [wR.-(w1+wl2)] 'Y1 > w1 + 
(t_.;,) { ·' -R 0: 

.,f'- "' () 
(17) 

•. .1.2 0 (v .. (:, l ... ~) 12) 

. ' 
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This is the expression which was derived in Ref. 4. If were constant 

Eq. (17) would predict that the 2r~2 Raman mode should increase above the 

absorption edge. like the absorption coefficient. Figure 5 shows that indeed 

the 2:~2 mode is strongly enhanced at the absorption edge 

the absorption edge the Raman cross-section decreases instead of increasing 

monotonically like the absorption. This difference in behavior betw~en the 

Raman cross-section and the absorption has been attributed.to a strong 

dependence of y1 on 

To calculate the momentum dependence of we have to consider all 

the decay mechanisms of the ls exciton. Some of the decay mechanisms, like 

scattering by impurities, dislocatiqns or surface and Auger processes, can-

not be calculated easily. We have therefore assumed that their contribution 

to yl is a constant equal to yd. The other principal decay mechanisms 

for the ls yellow exciton are 

(a) radiative recombination; 

(b) emission of one phonon; 

·and (c) emission of two phonons; 

These processes are shown diagrammatically in Figure 9~c), (d) and (e). 

(a) Radiative Recombination . 

Since the ls yellow excit~n cannot decay radiatively to the ground 

state by electric dipole transition, the radiative recombination can only 

proceed via an electric quadrupole or magnetic dipole or phonon-assisted 

· electric dipole tr::;·.:::i tion. 'L1c con tr i:.:, uti or.s to 

radiative d~Gay nwclt.uu.s:.::..; ..ll''-'' :::ll<~tll ~nd cDn be ...... J:i. tt·-·n as: 
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Hagnetic Dipole Transitions 
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(18) 

r~2 phonon-assisted 

Dipole Transition 
X 

(19) . 

where H:~,M stands for the electric quadrupole or magnetic dipole transition 
dn s 

Hamiltonian and dw is the scattered photon density of states. 
s 

and yrad are essentially independe~t of w1 and furthermore yd+ya+yrad=y1 (0). 

From the observed external quantum yield of the photoluminescence, it 
EQ,M 

appears 'Yd >> 'Yl + 'Yrad" 

(b) One-Phonon Emission 

Alternately the ls exciton can also be scattered by one phonon to 

another exciton band (interband scattering) or to another state of the ls 

exciton band (intraband scattering). Since energy has to be conserved in 

these real transitions and the ls band is well separated from other 

exciton bands we expect the intraband term to dominate over the interband 

terms. 

It is well-known that excitons are more likely to be scattered by 

27 longitudinal-optical (LO) and longitudinal acoustic (LA) p~onons. In 

Reference 4 it \<:as proposed that the intraband one-phonon scattering of the 

ls yello\-1 exciton is due r.:ainly to th,, r..; ~:,hor.ons. I!1 ::.c:-::rencc G ,,·c l:<·x:, 

proviJad experimental evidence in support cf this prc1osal (~cc also fcctio:1 

• 
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contribution to y
1 

due to emission of one ·LA phonons: 

In obtaining Eq. (20) we have assumed that the LA phonon dispersion is 

isotropic and is given by w = vq where v is the LA phonon velocity. ac 

It was shown in Reference 12 that this is true for q out to approximately 

one half of the Brillouin zone. The ls exciton-LA phonon G6upling matrix 

element is given by27 

.... .... ..... I LA I .... I 2ll <ls(q-ql);LA(ql) HEL ls(q);O> = 9NH' )( 

where C, C =LA phonon deformation·potentials of the valence and v c 

and 

conduction bands respectively. 

N a number of atoms in the crystal; 

(M')-l • 2(mass of oxygen atom)-!+ 4 (mass of copper atom)-1 ; 

-1 
• exp.(l'iv q

1
/kT) - 1) « 1 (since T ~ l0°K) 

a 
0 

= effective mass•of electron and hole respectively; 

= Bohr radius of the ls e~citon. 

(21) 

0 

From the binding energy of the ls exciton we estirated Ct 
0 

to be rv 7 "· 

The size of the Brillouin zone io 7 -1 
" 'v 7:<1 0 c:-:1 ~.~EZ 

i.n () and r:J.\ c.:Jl\ b•..l r.~:·r_l] t::ct•:d i.l.nd · ·e 

wo cnn <IPI;r.o>:ir.\atc '!~.: 
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+- - I LAI + <ls(q-q1 );LA(q1 ) HEL ls(q);O> = (22) 

with (2n/9NM')l/2 (C - C ) 
c v g = 

Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (20) the summation over q1 can be carried 

out to.give: 
4V '2 g M 

~)3 > ~) 0 
(q - (q 

3nn2 n n 
Yac(q) = q 

Mv) 0 (q <-n •· 

where v is the volume of the crystal. Assuming v=5.15 105 
X 

0 

and M "' 3m (m is the mass of electron) 6 we find 2 0.24 Mv < 
0 0 "' 

Hence for small q(~ 0.2 qB.z.> we can approximate Eq. (23) by 

Yac(q) "'q2 
• .. 

(c) Emission of two f~2 Phonons 

(23) 

em/sec 28 

-1 
<< nvq. em 

(24) 

In Figure 5 the 2r~2 mode Raman cross-section shows an abrupt decrease 

0 
at w1 = w1 + 3w12 • This suggests that there is a significant increase in y

1 

due to intraband scattering of the ls exciton with emission of 2r~2 phonons 

which becomes possible when w1 (q) > w~ + 2w12 • Applying perturbation theory 

to Figure 9(e) we obtain: 

(q) 
211' 

=-
112 

(25) 

which can be approximated by 

n 2 .., 
y (q) ex L: o<2N (q4 q~) + 2wl2) 
2f~2 _.,. 

q4 
rt 2 2 ) 1/2 r. -· 2 

{ 
(--- q - ( •' '· . 2wl2) wl2 --"' 

"' 
2r-I· 2!·1 

(;?. (,) 

0 otl,•::n.;i~;e 
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After summing all the contributions to we obtain 

yl(q) .,. yl(O) + y {q) + y {q) 
ac 2f-

12 

Since y
1 

(O), yac and y all contain unknown exciton-phonon matrix 
.. 2ri2 

elements, it is not possible to calculate them absolutely. Instead we 

treat their relative magnitudes as adjustable parameters. Making use of 

Eq. (15) to e.?Cpress q in terms of w
1

, we arrive at the .following 

expression for 

R _ (WR.) "' 

2fl2 

0 

from Eq. (17): 

0 1/2 
[we (wl +w12> 1 

0 
(wR. < wl + wl2) 

The broken line in Figure 5 is a plot of Eq• (27) with nA. = 4.8 meV and 

ns = 3.8 mev1/ 2 (or 39 cm-1 and 30 cm-1/ 2 respectively). The fit·is 

quite satisfactory except for w1 > w~ + 3w
12 

where the experimental cross

section drops below the theoretical value. The reason for this discrepancy 

is that, at large w
1

,y
1 

will have contribution from other multiphonon 

scattering not considered here. This cause the experimental cross-section 

to decrease faster than the calculated curve. 

We therefore conclude that the sharpne.ss of the rise in R at 

"' o . . 2r, 2 
w

1 
- w

1
+w12 1s due to the strong resonance enhancsncnt at the ls ixciton 

and the decrease in R c:.bove the absorption cC::gc is clue to ·{ 
1 

incre.asinq 

2f~2 
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faster than the absorption coefficient. 

We can now discuss the RRS of the other two-phonon modes based on what 

we have learned from the 2r~2 mode. All the two-phonon modes showing 

enhancement in Figure 6 are of the form r~2 + P (where P is a r;5 , 

r~2 , r;, r~~l) or r~~2 ) phonon). These two-phonon modes have stronger 

enhancements than other two-phonon modes because the r~2- phonon has the 

strongest coupling between the ls exciton and exciton b. -When P is 

different from the r~2 phonon we can permute the order in which these 

two phonons are scattered (see Figure 9(b)). Based on Eq. (14) we should 

then observe two enhancements in the Raman cross-section corresponding to 

excitation of the ls exciton with e~ission of a r~2 phonon or a P phonon. 

Furthermore these enhancement steps should occur respectively at 

w~+wp• That this is indeed the case is best seen in the r~2+r; 5 mode (see 

~ig. 6). 

Let us consider the For 

~ only the r 25 phonon can be involved in the excitation of the ls exciton so 

only the first diagram in Figure 9(b) (with X= r;5 and Y = r~2 > can 

contribute to the RRS. When both phonons can assist in the 

absorption of w1 so that the two diagrams in Figure 9(b) have to summed first 

and then squared to give 

R cw
1

> ·~ r 
r~2+r;s q 

(28) 

where the coefficient A and B 
-·~ 

are assumed to be ind~pcndant cf q. 

f 
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0 . h '1 th IAI 2 
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• ne can s ow eas1 y at It is now possible for the two terms 

in Eq. (28) to interfere with each other. In case of the r 12 + r;5 mode 

we found that these two terms do not interfere. The reason is that the two 

terms in Eq~ (28) have different denominators and hence for a given w
1 

and 

q at most one of the two terms is at resonance. When one term is at 

resonance the other non-resonsnt term is negligible (this is true because the 

ls exciton damping is small compared to w12-w25). Under s~.!=h circumstances 

we can rewrite Eq. (28) as 

•, (29) 

We note that for only the first term in Eq. (29) contribute to 

the r~2 + r;5 cross-section. Thus according to Eq. (29) the Raman cross

section of the r~2 + r;s mode should show two approximately equal enhance

ment steps one at ~l + w25 
1 and the other at w1 + w12 • This is indeed 

what is observed experimentally as shown in Figure 6. 

We have pointed out that one special feature of the RRS of the 2r~2 
mode in cu2o is that the incident photon selects the wave vector of the 

incident phonon through the resonance condition (Eq. (15)). If we assume 

the r 12 phonon dispersion is isotropic, from the Raman spectrum we can 

measure 2w12 (q). Substituting w12 (q) into Eq. (15)' we can obtain q if 

H is known. Thus theoretically He can deduce the phonon dispersio!1 curve 

of the r 12 mode by RRS. The rr:ac;nitudt3 c£ q cr.c can observe in thi:: v:ay • 
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depends on M, and w
1 

and on whether the Raman mode is observable. For 

example if we substitute M = 3 m , 
0 

0 
~w1 = 2.033 ev, ~w12 = 13.6 mev and 

liw
1 

= 2.15 eV .into Eq. (15) we find 7 -1 
q = 2.85xlO ern ~ 0.4 qB.z.· 

We have observed no change in the energy of the 2r~2 mode for liw1 

out to 2.15 eV so the r~2 mode has essentially no dispersion out to 

q ~ 0.4 qB.Z.. Examinin9 the other two-phonon modes in Figure 7 we conclude 

that the r;5 phonon shows very little dispersion also. Tne 

modes show a splitting with increase in w
1

• We interpret this splitting as 

due to an increase in the r~~l) (LO) phonon energy with q •. The zone-center TO-LO 

-(1) -1 
splitting of the r 15 phonon is 2 em from Table 1. Our spectrometer 

slit width is -1 " 0+ ~ 5 em so t11at for.. w
1 

·v w
1 

w
12 

it is not possible to resolve 

the ri2 + r-i;) (TO) peak 

increased, the r-(l) (LO) 
15 

- - (1) from the r12 + r 15 (LO) peak. When w1 is 

phonon energy increases linearly (or quadratically 

- (1) . 
~ith q) while the r 15 (TO) phonon energy changes little. As a result the 

ri2 + ri~l) (LO) Raman peak splits off ·from the ri2 + ri~l) (TO) peak in 

Fig-ure 8. At -1 w1/2nc = 16 864 em (corresponding to q ~ 1/4 qB.z.> this 

-1 
splitting becomes as large as 8 ern • These results deduced from RRS of 

cu2o agree well with the phonon dispersion curves of cu
2
o calculated by 

Carabatos and Prevot. 12 Their calculated phonon dispersion curves for the 

ri2' r;s and ri;> (To) phonon indeed .show little dispersion while the 

r - (1) (LO) h . ' ' 2 0 F th b d 
15 p onon 1ncreases 1n energy as q near q ~ • ur ermore ase 

on their result we estimate that the TO-LO splitting of the ·r~~l) phonon 

-1 -1 would Lc ~ 9 em at ~112~c = 16 864 em • 
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(2) RRS of Three-phonon Modes of cu2o:2r~2 + P (where P is a LA, Ta, 

- - - (1) r12L-L25 or r 15 Phonon) 

T~e peaks labelled as X, Y and Z in Figure 7 shift more appreciably in 

frequencies with wi than the r~2 

the 2r~2 mode as w
1 

approaches 

- (1). . + r 15 modes. That these peaks approach 

0 w1+w12 suggests that they arise from 

multiphonon scattering of two r~2 phonons and a dispersive excitation. 

FUrthermore these excitations have probably a linear dispersion since X, 

Y and Z seem to shift with (w1-w~-w12 ) 1/2 (and hence linearly with q). We 

have identified these dispersive excitations as acoustic phonons and x, Y, 

and z respectively as 2r~2 + TA, 2r~2 +LA and 2r 12 + 2LA modes. These 

identifications are supported by the quantitative analysis of their line-

shapes, and the w
1 

dependence of their peak energies and Raman cross

sections. The peak Z, identified as a four-phonon mode, will be considered 

later together with other four-phonon ·modes. We will consider the peak Y 

first as a three-phonon mode of cu
2
o. 

· ~~2 + LA Mode 

We first calculate the Raman cross-section for the three-phonon 

scattering process shown in Figure 9(f). Using perturbation theory and 

derivations analogous 

R a: I: -· 2r~ ..,+w {k) 
_... 

.,_ ac q 

-)> 

to 

!: 

lJ' -

that of Eq. (9) we can show that 

<!?';r~ 2+LA;Tt£-l;.<IHEL(LA) lls(~);f~ 2 ;n"--17n 5 >l 2 
0 2 -· 

(w
1

+riq /2P+w
12 

... c:;_,+iy
1

) (uJb 1 +u.:ac(k)+(;_
12

-li.·:.:.-iYb') 

where k and w 2.r-e the v:ave vector and fre·:;uency of the LA rhoncn ac 

yellow exciton state u;l (q-k) is r.r.:sonant so '-'t:: c,:,n n:·,:ritc Lq. (.30) .:1s: 
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2 
w0 + ~ + w w - iyl(q),-

2 
1 2M 12 - 1 

X 

-+ 
q 

Using Eq. (12), Eq. (31) can be simplified into: 

-1 :ri 2 
l: Yl . (q) 6 (wl + ~ + 
-+ 2M 
q 

I .... - I I .. - 12 
x <ls(q-k);r12+LA HEL(LA) ls(q);r12> (32) 

The total R 
2r~2+LA 

at a given w 
s 

-+ 
~s obtained by summing Eq. (32) over k 

Since the LA phonon velocity v is 

assumed to be isotropic, we have to sum ever all orientations of 
-+ 
k. The 

delta-function :ri 1-+ -+12 2 6(2M [ q-k -q ]+vk) restricts the values of k to those 

satisfying the condition: 

2Mv 1-+ -+1 Mv q-~ ~ q-k ~ q or equivalently 0 ~ k ~ 2(q- lfi) (33) 

As shown before, except for very small q, Mv/ll « q SC? we can approximate 

y1 Ciq-kl> in Eq. (32) by y
1

(q}. This simplification allows us to express 

the Raman cross-section of the 2r~2 + LA mode as 

where 

(w1 ,ws = w1-2w12-vk) 

Y (q ~) is defined as ac ' · 

a(w~) y d y (q,k}y-
1

2'(q) for 0 < k < 2(q-r.1~) 
--{ 6. • ra . ac u 

0 otherwise (3.;) 
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(35) 

c.f dnk is over all orientations of 
-+ 
k). Physically, y (q,k) is the proac · 

bability of the ls exciton being scattered by LA phonons of frequency 

and is related to y (q) defined in Eq. (20) by ac 

Yac(q) = E Y (q,k) • 
k ac 

·' 

w (k) 
ac 

The physical meaning of Eq. (34) is obvious: The incident photon excites 

a ls exciton with emission of a r 12 phonon. As discussed earlier in Sec. 

IV(l), the exciton can decay by emission of an LA phonon into a lower 

exciton state which radiatively recombines with emission of another r~2 
phonon. This gives rise to a 2r~2 + LA mode in the Raman spectrum. The 

probability for a ls exciton of 

-1 given by y (q,k)y
1 

(a), so Eq. 
ac --

(16) by this additional term. 

momentum nq to emit a LA phonon w (k) is ac 

(34) is simply obtained by multiplying Eq. 

The scattering of the ls exciton by the LA 

phonon considered here is very analogous to the 'cascade' process proposed 

by Martin and Varma
29 

to explain the multi-LO phonon RRs in. CdS. 

If k is assumed to be small as in Eq. (24) we find that 

2 -1 
y (q,k) "' k q ac 

(36) 

Substituting this result into Eq. ( 34) ·,·:e obtain tr.c: Pcr.an linesh2r,e cf the 

2r~ 2 + LA ~ode as 

I {\Sw •• {31) 

::i·~ 2+L;, 

• 



8 and we note that the agreement between theory and experiment is very good. 

It is now easy to understand why the peak position of Y varies roughly as 

0. l/2 (w
1

- <w1+w12>) . • If we neglect the broadening due to the slit function 

and use Eq. (37), y should have a sharp peak at 6w = 2v(q-Mv/~)=2qv. max 
. o U2 

By virtue of Eq. (15), 6wmax "- (w1-<w1+w12>> • 

The effective masses of the conduction and valence band (m and ~ ) · e n 
30 forming the yellow exciton have been measured by Zhilich e~,al. using 

magneto-absorption. If the effective mass approximation is valid for the 

ls yellow exciton, we would obtain from Zhilich et al.'s result M = m + n . e n 

= 1.45 m • This value of M is smaller than the value we deduced from RRS 
0 

by roughly a factor of two and suggests that the effective mass approximation 

is not valid for the ls yellow exciton. This is not surprising considering 

the fact that the ob~erved position of the ls exciton is off from the value 

. -1 
prediqted by Eq. (l) by more than 300 em • In. the Appendix we shall show 

that central-cell correction can qualitatively explain this larger value of 

M for the ls excitOn. 

As a further check on our theory we have plotted the peak Raman cross-

section of Y as a function of in Figure 11. The solid curve is 

obtained from Eq. (34) by putting k = 2 (q-Mv~) and 

0 1/2 B[(w
1
-<w

1
+3w12 )1 as we did for R 

2r~2 
The data were fitted by using 

A = 45 cm-l and B "' 20 1/2 em , in reasonable agreement with the values 

A = 39 cm-l and B = 30 cm-l/2 obtained from R If we sum Eq. (3~) over 
2fl2 

all values of k we should obtain !'.Y, the total cross-section of Y. I~ 
• 
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To compare Eq. (37) with.the experimental lineshape it is necessary to 

convolute Eq. (37) with the spectrometer slit function which is a Gaussian 

2 exp[-(w/6) ) with -1 
6 = 3 em • This gives the Raman spectrum as 

2v(q-Mv/O) · 

I 2 . 2 
« dw' (w') exp{-[(w'-ow)/61 } 

0 

In Figure 10 we have fitted the lineshape of the peak Y for several 

(38) 

(I) 's 
!1. 

with Eq. (38) treating M as an adjustable parameter. In each case the 

peak height of the theoretical curve is normalized to the experimental 

value. For most w!l. the peak Y overlaps with the luminescence or other 
'• 

Raman peaks resulting in some uncertainty in its low energy tail. This 

partly accounts for why the experimental curves are sharper than the 

calculated ones. Part of the discrepancy can be due to the approximation 

we made in the exciton-LA phonon matrix element (Eq. (22)). This is 

supported by the fact that the discrepancy is smaller for w!l. close to 

·o 
wl + w12 (where the condition q ~ 0.2qB.Z. is satisfied). Presumably the 

agreement between theory and experiment can be improve4 if the correct 

expression (Eq. (21)) is used but this will introduce more unknown 

parameters (such as C and C). c v 

The values of M used to fit the experimental spectra were found to 

be fairly constant with M = (3.0 + 0.2) m • 
- 0 

Using this value of 

can calculate numerically from Eq. (38) the dependence of the pe2k position 

of the 2r~2 + LA rnode on w9.. Tl;is. is .sho·.-;n as the solid lir.e it: Fir;;urr" 
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can be easily that for 0 
+ 3wl2 seen (A)R. < (All 

Yac(q) 
0 

~ wR.- (wl +wl2) 
(39) = = R yl (q) 0 

2r~2 
A+wR.-(w1+w12 > 

Using A ~ 40 cm-1 in Eq. (39) we calculate that Ry/R _ = 0.21, 0.33 and 

-1 2r 12 
o. 56 for wR./2nc = 156~0. ~' ,1~,94~'.'f~~~:J~5~0~'~ •.v:'~~~~~~$t~.'!~i\~v~/i·~~;,:~. ~' . ' 

experimentally measured ratio of· Ry to R _ at these ~1 •s are respect-
. . . 2fl2 

ively 0.18, 0.38 and 0.6 in good agreement wien theory. 

2r12 + TA Mode 

The similarity in behavior of the peak X to that of Y suggests that 

it is a 2r 12 + TA mode. It's much"·-weaker intensity prevents us from making 

quantitative analysis of its lineshape. Howeyer, we can analyze the depend-

ence of its peak position on w
1 

using Eq. (38). Using M = 3.0m and a 
0 

TA phonon velocity equal to 0.3v we obtain the solid curve in Figure B. This 

TA phonon velocity from RRS agrees well with the value 0.32v calculated from 

the elastic constants of From the relative magnitude of the 

+ LA and 2r~2 + TA Raman peaks we estimated that 

<ls;LAjHEL(LA) lls;O> 2 
l<ls,TAIHEL(TA) lls;o>l "' = 45. 

( 

To our knowledge this. is the first time the relative magnitude of the 

LA and TA phonons-ls exciton matrix element has been measured directly. This 

large ratio also support~ the prc~cs~l i~ Ref. 4 that the ls exciton dec0ys 

prcdomi.nantly by er;<ission of a U\ ;:l· .. ::ncn. • 

R.:unan scattering of three odd-purity z.Qno-cent,,r phonor.s in cu
2

o is 
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forbidden by parity selection rule. The scattering becomes allowed, however, 

if one or more of the scattered phonons has a finite rnom-~ntum. 1 

To determine the Raman processes responsible for the enhancements 

observed in Figure 7 we look for processes which have as many resonant inter-

mediate states as possible. It is not difficult to conclude that there are 

only three such Raman processes as shown in Figure 9(g). In all three . 
processes there can be two resonant intermediate states. Wh~ the phonon P 

is not a r~2 phonon we can further argue that process (i) in Figure 9(g) 

dominates over the other two.. If this were not the case we would expect the 

3r~2 mode to be much stronger than the other three phonon modes because the 

coupling between the ls exciton and ~?e dipole allowed excitons (represented by==-==_ 

in Figure 9(g)) is much stronger for the r~2 phonon that for the other. 

odd-parity phonons. 

The validity of the above arguments can be checked by calculating the · 

- - - (1) Raman cross-section R _ (P .. r12 , .r25 or r15 phonon) for process 
2r12+P 

(i) in Figure 9(g) and comparing the result with experiment. From the simple 

physicai picture of the Raman process as consisting of (a) absorption of 

incident photon with emission of a r~2 phonon and ~xci~ation of a ls exciton; 

(b) cascading of the ls exciton down the exciton band with emission of the 

P phonon and (c) radiative recombination of the exciton with emission of a 

second r~2 ·phonon we obtain the Raman cross-section as 

(4 C) • 

.. 
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where q and q' are the ls exciton wave vector defined by the conservation 

Qf energy in steps (a) and (b): 

Yp' the contribution to :r1 due to emission of ·one phonon P, is given by: 

2 
Yp<q> = 21r1n r 

-+ 
k 

I -+-+ ... , I.,. 12 n 21-+-+12 <ls(q-k);P(k) HEL(P) ls(q);O> o(IJM (q- ~-k -wp) (41) 
,.: 

One difference between the acoustic phonons and the odd parity optical 

phonons is that the ls exciton-phonon matrix elements for the latter vanish 

at k = 0 due to parity selection rule. 

To calculate Yp it is necessary to know the momentum dependence of 

the exciton-phonon interaction. Unfortunately this information is not 

available for the r~2 and . r;5 phonons. Because of the macroscopic elec

tric field associated with the LO phonons we expect the r~~l) tLQ) phonon-ls 

exciton interaction to be dominated by the Fr~lich-type interaction. 1 •
27 

Under this assumption the exciton-LO phonon matrix element is given by1 

)( 

(42) 

where £
0 

and £
00 

are respectively th·e static and optical frequency 

dielectric constants of cu
2
o. The k dep:mdent terr'l ir. :C>:r. (42) a.::e 

,. 
!'I 

' & 
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for the ls yellow exciton different from the value obtained from magneto-

absorption, we shall assume the mass ratio me/~ to be the same in both 

cases (i.e. m /~ = 0.724). The ls exciton radius a has not been deter-
e · n o 

mined so it is estimated from the equation: 

-1 a = (2e: x Binding Energy of the ls exciton) 
0 

(43) 

The dielectric constant e: can have any value between £ (7.4) 
0 ~· 

and e: (6.5) 13 
Q) 

depending on . 31 ( d. ) a see Appen 1x • Here we simply take e: = 7 and obtain 
0 

a = 7A. 
0 

Using these values of a , and 
0 

-1 A = 40 em we have calculated 

numerically R _ -(l)as a funct~on of w1 • The result is shown as the 
2r12+r1s 

solid curve in Figure 7 •. The agree~ent with experiment is satisfactory 

considering that there is no adjustable parameter other than an overall 

normalization. 

It should be noted that R is dependent on a(w1 ) like R 
2f~2 +P O , 2f~2 but R does not.exhibit a seep at w

1
+w

12
• This-Is because the 

2f~2+P O 
double-resonance condition in Eq. (40)_ requires w

1 
> w

1 
+w

12
+wp and produces 

in R The diagram (iii) in Figure 9(g), if 
2f~2:p 

effective would produce a step 1n 

From Eq. (40) we can 

0 
R _ at w1+2w12 ~ 

2f
12

+P . 
obtain relat1ve magnitudes of for p = LA, 

- (1) - -
rl5 I rl2 or r25 phonon by comparing the relative Raman cross-section of 

the three-phonon modes 2r~2+P. As an example for -1 
(w~/2~c) = 16 689 em 

we find ·r :y :Y. :y = 1:0.14:0.18:0.21. T.'-:2..s ~:hc'::s 'ac - ~- .. -(1) 
that altliL"'~U<); 

r..,~ J '! ~l" 
. ~~ . ~-- ~ . 

ot:r crn·~ler arpro~:.u ,.:~.L~cn l.:1 nc;gle·.::tJ.:lg t::c contriLu~io::::; of 

and y _ 

r1s 
to y 

l 

y - , y 
r ... , ·:: I' ..... 

···- J • .;, 
'; : ! ~: 'll J .: . ~ : : ") 
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include these terms which presumably accounts for soroe of the discrepancy 

between theory and experiment in Figure 5. 

(3)- RRS of Four-phonon Modes of cu
2
o: 2r~2 + 2LA and 4 r~2-

The 'cascade' processes of the ls exciton discussed above can in 

principle continue and give rise to higher order multiphonon scattering. 

. 32 
Raman scattering of as many as nine LO phonons has been reported in CdS • 

The probability for the higher order processes will of course decrease with 

increase in the number of phonons involved. In cu
2
o we have observed a few 

four-phonon modes but we will consider only the two stronger ones: one is 

the peak labelled z in Figure 8 which has been identified as a 2r12 + 2LA 

mode and the other one is a 4ri2 mode. 

The Raman cross-section for the scattering of 

for 

into w =w -s R. 

and zero otherwise. These limits on k
1 

and k
2 

are imposed by the con-

servation of energy and monentum. The total scattered intensity at (/.) 
s 

is 

obtained by summing over all possible combinations of w (k
1

) and w (k
2

) 
ac ac 

Ra.n:an s!_:ect:t:um for a gi vcn is given by: 

• t ( I) 2 ( 1) 2 
~,.; U.'- -)(J_-,:;, (4~~-) 
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with w = minimum of ow and 2v(q-Mv/O) and w . = maximum of 0 and max m~n 

ow-2Mv
2
/n-2v(q2-2How/n) 112 • These limits on w' are derived from the 

corresponding limits on k1 and k
2

• 

W~ note that the spectrum represented by Eq. (37) has an abrupt cut-off 

at 6w=2v(q-Nv/O). This sharp edge is smoothed out by convolution with the 

spectrometer slit function. However, the spectra represented by Eq. (45) 

-' 

have no sharp edges so Eq. (45) is a good approximation for comparison with 

experimental lineshapes (see Figure 12). 

The peak positions of I can be calculated numerically as a 

function of 
2f~2+2LA 

This is shown as the solid curve in Figure 8 through the 

experimental points for Z using ~1 :::= 3. 0 m and no adjustable parameter. 
0 

The excellent agreement between theory and experiment supports our identifica~ 

tion of Z. In Figure 12 we have fitted the lineshape of Z for several 

wt with Eq. (45) normalizing the peak height only. As in the case of the 

peak Y we find that the experimental curves are sharper than the calculated 

ones.. The discrepancy is worse in this case probably because the exciton -

11'· ;l'lonon matrix element occurs twice in Eq. (44). 

4r
12 

Hade 

In Figure 4(c} we can identify a number of high energy Raman lines of 

cu2o as four-phonon modes. These occur at 416 cm-1 (3f~ 2 + r;
5 

rr.ode), 

-1 - -1 - ·- ( 1 ) 
438 cr.~ (4f 

12 
mode) and. 481 em (3f 

12 
+ r 

15
- r·oclc). Cf these the 

st!.4 o::.'::c .. ~::·. c~~·.! is tl·H; '"~:·,.., :;.:;(.\e so it · .. ;i.l.J. b-e: cc:&.::.:~.:·~·~.--~~d in ~·.ore (~'~t.'-.il • 
....... 

,, . 
. ,. l.? 

._1 i'"" 

occurs at rv lG "i•lO Lt:l ·- :: u;l + Jw
12 

suggests t!,d~ th•." c.rj:,mce;~:.t.!lt is ·:lc:.•:! 
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to the two scattering processes shown in Figure g·(h). The difference 

between these two processes is that in 9(h) (i) there is a single casc~de 

procesq fnvolving two r~2 phonons. Of these two diagrams in Figure 9(h) 

we believe that (i) is dominant from the following arguments. 

If process (ii) were dominant the Raman cross-section of the 4r~2 
· mode would be: 

R _ (WR.) = 
4r 12. 

where q,q' and q" are determined by energy conservation as in Eq. (40). 

This implies R /R Experimentally we found 

(47) 

_ 4r~2 3r~2 that the 4r12 mode is comparable in strength to the mode. Similar 

to Eq. (47) we can writ~ down R and R _ -(l)" From the relative 
3r~2+r;s 3rl2+rls 

magnitudes of y _ , y -(l) andy obtained previously we would conclude 

r12 r1s r;s 
all the four-phonon_~odes: 4r~2 , 3r~2 + r;

5 
and 3r~2 + r;

5 
should be of 

comparable strength., Experimentally we find the 4r~2 mode much stronger 

than the other two. This suggests that 
I 

scattering process (ii) in Figure 9(h). 

R is not dominated by 
2r~2 

If we assume that diagram (i) in Figure 9(h) is the only one contri-

buting to R we would obtain 
4ri2 

(48) 

The relatively strong R observed experimentally 

is consistent with the fact that y 
2r~2 

4r~2 
makes a s~gnificant contribution to 
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y
1 

as we have discussed earlier in Section IV(l). 

CONCLUSION 

We have measured the two-phonon, three-phonon and four-phonon resonant 

Raman scattering in cu2o in the vicinity of the r~ 2 phonon-assisted ls 

yellow excitonic absorption edge. In all cases the observed enhancements 

were attributed to resonance with the ls yellow.exciton. The experimental 

results are compared with theoretical calculations based on ~erturbation 

theory. Good agreement was found between experiment and theory with a 

dispersive damping constant for the ls yellow exciton. A simple model 

was used to calculate·this damping ~onstant and was found to be con-

sistent with all our experimental results. We have demonstrated also how 

resonant Raman scattering can be used to probe phonon dispersion in a crystal. 

In sununary we have found resonance Raman scattering to be a very powerful 

technique in studying th~ properties of excitons, phonons and tl1eir inter-

action with each ot~er in crystals such as cu
2
o. 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix we will discuss the importance of central-cell correc-

tion to the ls yellow exciton in cu
2
o and show how such corrections may 

account, for the larger effective mass M of the ls yellow exciton as deter-

mined from our RRS results. 

First we brief1y review the results of the hydrogenic model of excitons~0 

In this model the exciton is assumed to be formed from a hole in the valence 

band and an electron in the conduction band. Both bands are.assumed to be 

parabolic with effective masses mh and m e 
respectively (effective mass 

approximation). The electron and hole are attracted to each other by·a 

2 . . 
screened Coulomb interaction- e /Er'(where £is the dielectric constant 

of the crystal). The energies of the exciton are then given by the well-

known solution of the hydrogen atom: 

Iiw 
-+ 

nq 

2 2 -2 
= Ii q /2M+ (nw

00
- Bn J n = 1,2, •••• (Al) 

In Eq. (Al) the first term describes the motion of the exciton as a 

-+ 
whole (center-of-mass motion) so nq is the momentum of the exciton and 

M is the effective mass of the exciton. Within the effective mass approx-

imation M = me + ~· The second term in Eq. (Al) describes the relative 

motion between the electron and hole and is given by a Rydberg series. The 

binding energy B of the exciton is given by 

B = )Je
4
/2£

2n2 

where 
-1 

J.l = me~(me+~) is the reduced mass. 

exciton is given by: 

(A2) 

The 'Bohr radius' of the 
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(A3) 

Although the above model works very well for some materials, it is 

1 11 k h • mb f ; • 1 ( b 33 d rot... 34) a so we - nown t at ~n a nu er o ~on~c crysta s e.g. P r 2 an nui 

and solid rare gases (e.g. Kr and xe 35 ) the binding of the ls exciton ground 

state deviates from Eq. (Al). In these ,cases one finds that the experimentally 

observed energy of the ls level (nw(ls)) is different from the energy nw
1 

. calculated from Eq. (Al) obtained by fitting the n=2, 3 and'high exciton 

levels. A 'hydrogenic defect' C can be defined as 36 

There are two causes for this deviation from the hydrogenic model. One is 

related to the dynamic interaction between the exciton and phonon. The 

second cause is associated with the breakdown of the effective mass approx-

imation used to derive Eq. (Al) due to the cellular structure of the 

36 crystal. This treakdown of the effective mass approximation necessitates 

the central-cell corrections. 

The value of c -1 
using Eq. (1) and . w(ls)/2nc = 16 399.5 ern 

. is 0.43, as compared to 0.13 and -0.07 for solid Kr and Xe respectively. The 
t. 

ver.Y large value of C in cu2o is partly due to the exciton-phonon inter

action. To correct for this effect we have to consider Eq. (A2). The dielec-

tric constant £ takes into account screening of the electron-hole Coulomb 

interaction from both the electrons and the phonons in the crystal'. If the 

. exciton radius is large £ is usually taken to be equal to the static dielec-

trio constant £ (i.e. all electrons and phonons contribute to c). When 
0 

the exciton radius becomes comparable to the lattice constant the phonons can 

no longer screen effectively the Coulomb interaction between the electron and 

hole and £ approaches Em (i.e. only electrons contribute to ~). various 
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models have been proposed to calculate this dependence of £ on the exciton 

radius. 31 ' 37 ·Here we will be contented to obtain an estimate of the maximum 

correction to C due to exciton-phonon interaction. 

This can be done by noting that B a: e:-2 The maximum and minimum 

values B can take (assuming ~ to be constant) correspond to £ = £ co 

and £ = £ 
0 

respectively.· The maximum correction to c due to exciton-

phonon interaction is obtained if we assume £ = £co for the_.ls yellow exciton 

and e: = £ for the n > 2 levels. In other words the maximum binding 
0 

energy of the ls yellow exciton is given by 

£ . 

B' = (-o-)2 B 
£ co 

'· 
Using the experimental values of e: ( 7 • 4 ) and e: ( 6. 5 ) 

0 . co 

Eq. (AS) we find the exciton-phonon interaction correction can at most 

(AS) 

reduce C t~ 0.1, still comparable to, say, solid Kr. Thus 0.1 represents 

the minimum value of C for cu2o without central-cell correction. 

The purpose of the above discussion is to show the importance of 

central-cell correction in the ls yellow exciton. One can arrive at the 

same conclusion by slightly different arguments. AlthC?ugh the ls exciton 

radius has not yet been measured directly, it is possible to estimate its 

• magnitude using the hydrogenic model. By combining Eq. (A2) and (A3) we obtain 

Eq. (43) in Section IV: 

a = (2 £ B)-l 
0 

Instead using the value of B obtained from Eq. (1) we used the experi-

mental value for the ls exciton and £ = £ in Eq. (43). In this way we 
0 

obtained 
0 

a "'7A 
0 

as compared to the lattice constant of 4.26 A. With 

a comparable to the lattice constant, one expects central-cell corr.ection 
0 
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2
o. 
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A formalism for studying central-cell corrections to the exciton 

binding energy has been proposed by Hermanson and Phillips 38 and applied 

39 quite successfully to solid Kr and Xe by Hermanson. However, we are not 

aware of any attempt to apply such corrections to exciton effective mass. 

In the absence of any applicable theory we have appealed to simple physical 

agruments in the following qualitative analysis. 

The magneto-absorption measurements of Zhilich et a1. 30 determined the 

effective masses, me and ~, of the elect;ron and hole forming the ls yellow 
• 

exciton. 
-1 

In our RRS experiment ~e obtained M , the curvature of the ls 

exciton band. The hydrogenic model.,(or effective mass approximation) neglects 

the periodic crystal lattice and treats the electron and hole as free particles 

(the crystal field effect is included only in the effective mass). Thus 

within this model !-1 is equal to me+~. This approximation is valid when 

the electron and hole are not strongly localized with respect to each other 

so that only electrons and holes close to the zone center (where a parabolic 

expansion is valid) are involved in forming the exciton.
40 

When the electron 

and hole are strongly localized as in the ls yellow exqiton, the entire band 

structure of the crystal has to be taken into account. In other words the 

·energy of the electron contains terms in k
4

,k
6 

etc. in addition to rt2k
2
/2m •

38 
. e 

These higher order terms tend to make the electron appear heavier in forming 

the exciton. The reason is that, due to the crystal's cellular structure, 

the bands are flattened at the zone boundaries and the band widths are reduced 

from that of the parabolic bands. From the point of view of the tight-binding\ 

.approximation, this reduction in band width is equivalent to an increase in 

the mass. Hence, we expect that when central-cell corrections aro intra-

• 
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duced to take into account the real band structure of cu
2
o, the mass of 

the ls exciton, M, will be larger than me + ~· 

Obviously further theoretical work is required to provide a quantitative 

verification of the above arguments and we hope our work will provide the 

stimulus for such investigations. 

~· 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Absorption spectrum of cu2o at 4.2°K showing the yellow excitonic series 

and the phonon-assisted absorption edge (from Ref. 11) . 

. 2. Diagrammatic representations of two-phonon Raman processes. The 

notations are ----------photon, 'VVVVVVV\1\/.'v phonon, electron-

t 
hole pair, o electron-pho.lon interaction, I electron-one phonon 

interaction and 0 electron-two phonon interaction. 

3. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used in resonance Raman scattering. 

4,
1 

Raman spectra of cu2o for three different incident laser frequencies; 

(a) 1·6 470 cm- 1 , (b) 16 528 cm~ 1 and (c) 16 864 cm-1 • The peak E
1 

is 

· a luminescence line (see Ref. 22). 

5, Th~ Raman cross-section of the 2r~2 . (220 cm-1 ) mode of cu2o plotted as 

a function of incident photon energies. The broken line is a plot of 

Eq. (2.7). 

6. The Raman cross-section of various two-phonon modes of cu2o plotted as 

a function of incident photon frequencies. + 2f~2 mode, or~2 + r;5 

mode, t1r~2 + r~~l) mode, • r12 + r 12 mode, 0 r~2 + r~~2 ) (TO) mode 

- - (2) and I r12 + r 15 (LO) mode. The solid curves drawn throug~ the data 

points are for guidance of eyes only. 

7. The Raman cross-section of three- and four-phonon modes of cu2o 

plotted as a function of incident photon frequencies: •• + ••• + •••• 2r~2 + 

- - - - (1) -r 25 mode, -.-o.-o.-3r12 mode, ~ 2r12 + r
15 

mode and •••••••••••• 4r12 

mode. The solid line is a theore.tical curve (see text). 
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8. Raman frequency shifts of all the observed Raman modes of cu2o between 

..:..1 
190 and 400 em as a function of incident photon energy WR.. The 

broken curves are drawn for clarity. The solid curves are theoretical 

curves discussed in the text. The vertical bars over the experimental 

points indicate the half-widths of the corresponding Raman peaks. The 

0 position of the absorption edge w
1 

+ w
12 

is indicated by an arrow. 

9. Diagrammatic representations of various scattering prdcesses in cu2o 

involving the ls yellow exciton: 

(a) Phonon-assiste.d excitation of the ls yellow exciton:· 

(b) RRS of two-phonon mode X+Y with ls yellow exciton as resonant 

intermediate· state; , 

(c) radiative recombination of the ls yellow exciton; 

(d) intraband scattering of the ls yellow exciton by one phonon, 

(e) intraband scattering of the ls yellow exciton by two r~2 phonons; 

(f) RRS of the 2r~2 + LA mode7 

(g) RRS of the 2r~2 + P mode with the ls yellow exciton as intermediate 

state1 

(h) RRS of the 4f~2 mode. 

10. Lineshape of the 2r~2 + LA (referred to as the peak Y in the text) mode 

of cu2o for four· incident photon frequencies: (a) 16 560 cm-l (b) 16 724 

·-1 1 1 
em (c) 16 772 em- and {d) 16 818 em- The dotted curves are plots 

of Eq. (38) with M as an adjustable parameter. The values of M used 

in the different curves are: (a) 2.8 m (b) 2.9 m (c) 3.0 m and (d) 
0 0 0 

2.9 m • 
0 

11. Peak Raman cross-section of the 2r~ 2 + LA mode (Y) of cu2o as a function 
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of incident photon frequencies. The solid curve is a theoretical curv~ 

discussed in text. 

12. Lineshape of the 2r~ 2 + 2LA mode (referred to as the peak Z in the 

-1 
te~t} of cu

2
o for four incident photon frequencies: (a} 16 632 em , 

(b) 16 587 cm-l (c) 16 570 cm-l and (d) 16605 cm-1 • The broken 

curves are plots of Eq. (45) 'with the peak height as the only adjustable 

parameter • 



TABLE I. PHONON ENERGIES OF Cu 0 OBTAINED BY VARIOUS TECHNIQUES 
2 

Phonon Energies (cm-1 } Obtained by 

Symmetry Assignment Infrareda Optica1b Raman c Luminescence d 

of Phonons Absorption. Absorption Scattering 
(:Room Temp.} 

--
' 

r25 
.. 

88 86 87 

r~2 110 109 110 

r- <1 > (TO) 
15 146.3 153 152 

r- <1 > (LO) 
15 

149.3 . 154 

r; 350 < 350 , 

' ~ -r+ 
25 515 515 

r- <2> (TO) 
15 

609 640 633 

r-< 2><LO> 
15 

638 660 662 

~ 

a From Ref. 13. 

bFrom s. Br~~s and M. Cardona, Solid State Communications~, 733 (1968). 

c 
From Refs. 4,5 and 15. 

d 
From Refs. 22. 

e 
From Ref. 12. 

Theoretica1e 
Calculation 

98.6 

110 

143 

159 

307 

549 

608 

639 

• 
' ' 

l 
u-· 
~ 
I 

t:-4 
tJ;:t 
t:-4 
1 
w 
\.0 
0 ..... 

, .. 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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